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From "Fresh" to Senior
•
•
•
•

there is ever need of proper dress. We cater especially
to the clothing needs 01 college men - do particular
custom work for the *hard-to-please--and have in stock
at all times a splendid line of very newest Furnishings.
Our new location 26 State Street is just below
the East Side drug store. We're easy to find and we're
always glad to have callers.

• PULLEN & COMPANY,
•

26 STATE ST., BANGOR, ME.

•
•
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3'famous fines of Shoes
NOW CONTROLLED BY

JOHN CONNERS
40 11AIN ST., BANGOR.
First— The Celebrated Humanic Shoe,
Price, $4.00 Net.
Second
Third

The Hathaway, Soule & Harrington.

•
ine ..
Printing

The Celebrated Elite, $3.50 Shoes.

SOLE AGENTS FOR THE
ABOVE SHOES IN BANGOR.

4

4

Commercial Office
MAIN STREET
BANGOR

Ten Per Gent. Discount to U. of M. Students.

Students, patronLy those zuho patronice us.

THE CAMPUS

The University of Maine
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A Public Institution Maintained by the State and
General Government

Undergraduate Courses
Classical, Latin-Scientific, Scientific, Chemical, Agricultural, Preparatory
Medical; Civil, Mechanical and Electrical Engineering; Pharmacy (4 years),

are:

Pharmacy (2 years); Short and special Courses in Agriculture; Military Drill.

Expenses
for university fees, board and rooms, $176.50. Loan,; covering tuition, are
provided for needy students. A new dormitory for women. Rooms in the
dormitories are free.

The School of Law,
at Bangor, offers a course of three years.
resident, and six other instructors.

The tuition charge is $60. Three

The Facty
includes 52 names; students number 355.

The Equipment
includes 18 buildings large and small, 9 well equipped laboratories, the museum,
the herbarium. the shops, and library.
For illustrated catalogue, and circulars, address

A. W. HARRIS, President, Orono, Me.

THE CAMPUS

75 PER CENT.
01
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College Annuals
IN

FOX & ADAMS,

Fancy Baker3 and Caterers.
MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS IN

!HI

New England
Middle States

Confectionery, Ice

Cream,

Etc.

AND

Have been illustrated this year with
plates made by

Engraving
The Suffolk
AND
Electrotype Company

Lathes' and Gents' Cafe Connected.
Meals at all Hours.

Bangor, Me

27 Main St.,

E. T. FERNALD,

234=236 Congress Street,

BOSTON
Branch

MASSACHUSETTS.

Office, 275 Washington Street.

QUALITY COUNTS.

merchant Callor,
GRANITE BLOCK.
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We do up to date

PRESCOTT

Furniture Co.,

Tailoring in all its
branches.

Foreign and Domestic Woolens.

•
•

G. B. FREELAND. Proprietor.

CONFIRMED STYLES.

•
•
•
•
•
•

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Cash discount of ten per cent. to students.

DEALERS IN

• Furniture, Upholstery Goods,
Mattresses, Feathers,
Mirrors, Spring Beds, Etc.

GRANITE BLOCK,
EAST MARKET SQUARE,

E. F. DILLINGHAM,
SUCCESSOR

Special Discount to Students.
24 AND 26 CENTRAL STREET
• NOS.
•
BANGOR ME.
•

STERLING SILVER

TO

DAVID BUGBEE & CO.

BOOKSELLER AND STATIONER,
13 Hammond.Street,
FINE ENGRAVING.

••-••-••••-••-•••-•-•-••
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Advertisers Ti,ant to know if their advertisem, nt is noticed by the students.

Bangor

THE CAMPUS

Weferling,

J. b.

C. A. LYON & CO.
INTERIOR DECORATORS.
Fine Carpets,
Rugs,
Draperies AND
Wall Papers.

Uienna Cafe, le
01

Etc.

Mill

Street, Banger, Maine.

TELEPHONE CONNECTION

• Me

The Bridge Teachers' Agencies,
C. A. SCOTT 8.E. CO., Proprietors.
College, Academie ana Iligh School Work a Specialty
Agency Manual free on application.

WE ARE

OFFICES: 2A BEACON ST.. BOSTON
V. M. C. A. BLD., LOS ANGELES, CAL.

)r,

Have your Clothes Cleansed, Pressed
and Reraired at

E. J. POOLER'S
66 STATES ST., BANGOR, 1E.
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Ready

ens.
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31 LV ER

Bangor

58 Main Street,
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-
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Bangor.
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Made Clothing

TOr 6ents or Ladies.

Custom Made Clothing

ALL KINDS
AT ALL PRICES.

oi4

rneittlegliffig0/20 and 22 State Street,

4*

TER,

Special Prices for students of the U of M.

The best and most up-to-date establishment east of Boston is

idents.

\IGOR

The only people in Bangor who make a
specialty of FINE WORK at popular
prices.

=

Bangor, Me.

TEN PER CENT. DISCOUNT TO STUDENTS
(SPECIAL. SALES

EXCEPTED)

Free pressing ticket with $12.00 suit or overcoat can be obtained for the asking.
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Originators of Eincation by mail

rITTIIIMMIVIIMMMIMMMYMMIMITIMMIMIIMIMMUMMTI
1

For
%dolts'
Rooms

the International
Correspondence Schools
Of Scranton, Penn.
$1,500,000
up capital
.
-

Paid

OF STUDENTS AND GRADUATES

78. DIFFERENT

I

COURSES

78

For full particulars and a free descriptive catalogue,call
or address the Bangor local office

P. H. VOSE & CO.,

so main St., Room s, Bangor, me.

1

BANGOR.
59 MAIN STREET,
"Walk in and look around."
fiiiiiilliiiii1111111.1111ill.l11111111114111111111111A111111AlliiiiiAllaill
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If you want to dress well and still not pay
extravagant prices, go to

3. Waterman,

161, 163, 165 Exchange St., Bangor,

Price of Courses Reasonable
Terms of Payment Easy

A. J. MILLETT,

HART, SCHAFFNER 8.r MARX
TAILOR-MADE CLOTHING
1 HERE is only one way to get an idea of the completeness of our stocks and the smallness of our prices,
and that is to spend a little time in the store. You are
welcome whether you buy or not. 'We are here to see
that you get what you want, when you want it and at the
right figures. We are not here to be undersold by anybody.

Miller & Webster Clothing Co.,
EllWill

Nobby Suits
Raglans
Overcoats

.\.

THE NEW STYLES:

where the largest stock of

N Miller.
Webster.

WALE
P. Et
—
Ter
copie*
Adc
check:
Own(
Cor
earn e:
Mana

Ent
mail r

23 Mercantile Square, Bangor

Dry Goods, Boots, Shoes, Rubbers,
FINE MILLINERY AND
FANCY GOODS.

AND

PRICF-S

ALL RIGHT.

W. H. HEALD,

ot

Mill St., Orono.

IF YOU WANT

Coloring, Cleansing or Pressing,
DON'T FAIL TO CALL ON

. . Can be Found at POPULAR PRICES.

Boston Dye House Co.,
Tvn Per Cent. Discount to Students.

Publi

OVER A QUARTER OF A MILLION

Need a Toilet Set? Need a Slop Jar? I
Need a Cuspidor? Need a Lamp to I
I study by? You'll find the right thing 1
here at the price you want to pay.
E

Vol.
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Afcntion The Campus and it will greatly assist us.
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THE CAMPUS
Published on the first and fifteenth of each month during
the college year by the students of the
University of Maine.

1,000
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EDITORIAL STAFF.
MANAGING EDITOR.
FRED H. H. BOGART, 1901.
ASSOCIATE EDITORS.
MARK J. BARTLETT, 1901.
ALSON II. ROBINSON, 1901.
SAMUEL D. THOMPSON, 1901.
FRANK W. KALLOM, 1902.
ALVIN M. WATSON, 1902.
RALPH M. CONNOR, 1903.
SANFORD C. DINSMoRE, 1903.
JOHN H. HILLIARD, 1903.
BUSINESS STAFF.
WALES R. BARTLETT, 1901,
Business Mgr.
P. EDWARD MCCARTHY, 1902,
Asst. Business Mgr.
Terms: $1.50 per year, strictly in advance; single
copies to cents.
Address all business communications and make all
checks payable to W. R. Bartlett, Business Manager,
Orono, Me.
Contributions from undergraduates and alumni are
earnestly solicited. They should be addressed to the
Managing Editor.
Entered at the Post Office at Orono, Me., as second-class
mail matter.

tngor

PRINTED BY J. P. BASS & CO.
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STUDENTS' DIRECTORY.
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TRAINs-Leave Orono for Bangor at 6.46, 8.57, 9.37,
10.52, A.M.; 12.45, 1.42, 2.52, 4 02, 7.12 P.M.
Leave Orono for points north of Old Town at 7.21 A.M.;
2.28. 5.o4. 6.53 P.M.
Leave Bangor for Orono at 4.35, 7.00, 8.30, 11.30 A.m.;
1.15, 2.05. 2.50,3.10, 4.45, 5.30, 630, £105 P.M.
Leave Bangor for the south and west at 7. t5 A.M ; 1.35,
8.09, 11.45 P.M.
Leave Bangor for Bar Harbor at 6.00, 9.30 A.M.; 4.50
P.M.
ELEcratcs-Cars leave Bangor at 5 30 A.M. and each
half hour thereafter until 9.00 P.M ; after 9.00 P.M. on.
even hours until 11.00 P.M. Cars arrive at U. of M. fifty
minutes after leaving Bangor. Cars pass the campus

No. 8

going north, tom. of and 2om. past the hour; going
south, 2om. of and to m. past the hour.
MAILS-Leave Orono for points south and west at 6.30
A.M.; 12.40, 6.40 P.M. For points north at 6.30 A.M;
2.10 P.M. Arrive at Orono from points south and west
at 7.40 A M. 3.30, 7.10 P.M. From points north at 1.10,
7.10 P.M.
The boats of the Boston & Bangor S. S. Co. leave
Bucksport for Boston, stopping at Rockland and intertnediate landings, on Mondays, Wednesdays, Thursdays and
Saturdays at II o3 A M.
The college library is open from 8.00 to 12.00 A.M. and
from 1.30 to 5.30 P.M.
The college office is open from 8.00 to 12.00 A.M., also
from 1.30 to 5.coo P.M., but only matters of special importance should be submitted during the latter hours.

EDITORIALS.
E have often heard the complaint from
students who spend a considerable
portion of their time in the library
and reading room,that although they frequently
heard it said that large additions had been
made to the library in the week or month that
had passed, yet no means was provided whereby the class or quantity of the literature that
had been added coulsl be learned without the
necessity of consulting with the librarian. We
note that the ground for this complaint has
been entirely removed by' the posted lists of new
books which are to be found on the library door
each week, giving the title and library number
of all books received during the preceding
seven days. This plan which will permit one
to see at a glance as he passes into the library
what is to be found there that is new and of
interest to him, will be greatly appreciated by
those who are in the habit of consulting this
source of information.
And while speaking of the above class of
students, who has not noticed during the last
year or two how rapidly the number of men
who regularly use the library in connection
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with their work has increased? 'We regret
that statistics are not at hand to show how
great has been the advancement along this line,
but although we may not give exact figures or
even make a guess at the matter, there is before
us still the fact that whereas not more than
four years ago the library was as a rule very
quiet and rwry much deserted, it is now at all
times of the day the liveliest place to be found
about the university.
HOW much this increase in the proportion of
students who use the library means to their
future and to the future of the university it is
impossible of course to estimate. We read in
one of the leading technical magazines not long
since that a man could not be a successful engineer unless posted upon all the latest advances
in his profession, both at home and in Europe,
in other words, he must "be up with the times."
You will find that the majority of students who
go through a specialized college training without spending time in the reading and study of
tandard works relating to their specialty, wili
not acquire the habit of reading such works
after graduation, and will as a result have to
spread the few bits of practical information .
picked up in college over the whole of a life's
V( rk. Such men have no chance at all in competition with one who, as a result of much
reading- xvhile in college, was better prepared at
the start and who is adding to his own experience all the time that of better men than himself.
With these facts in mind it would seem a
very favorable sign that the percentage of students in this university that are forming a habit
of using the library in connection with their
work is rapidly increasing.
aPS

40$

T may not be out of place just at this time
to speak a word for the college annual
which may correct some false impressions
among the members of 1904: It is a remark„ble fact, due doubtless to the quiet manner in

I

which the volume is published, that there seems
to exist in every entering class an impression
that the "Prism” is distinctively a class enterprise and that the college in general has nothing
to do with it except to sign the blanks of the
subscription agent when he shall appear without any grumbling or hesitation.
Such an impression as every upper classman
knows from the experience of years past, is entirely wrongand should be discarded at once. It is
true that the Prism is especially the work of the
junior class and the honor that shall come from
having gotten out a good annual is first of all
due to that class, yet outside of the college,
among the alumni and especially in other colleges and universities where the book will be
seen, it will not be judged as a class publication
but as a literary production of the entire
student body. This fact throws a share at
least of the responsibility upon every student
connected with this institution, for a good
Prism will be an honor to all and though there
is no doubt but that 1902 can publish of themselves a creditable annual, it is certain that with
the hearty co-operation of all the classes, they
will be able to effect far better results.
e$$

T is to be regretted that the calendar which
was to have been issued before the Christmas recess by the sophomore class, has
been delayed at the printer's and cannot yet be
purchased by the students. We understand
that the calendar is gotten up in very attractive
form and will be an honor to the class . and
college. So far as we know this is the first
instance of a class undertaking an enterprise of
this character and the fact that they have met
with trials and disappointments in its prosecution should not hinder it from being a grand
success or discourage the class from carrying
forward similar ideas in the future.
It is refreshing to say the least to see class
spirit take Fume other form than fretting itself
over fancied affronts to its majesty, and
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a class carries a progressive spirit so far
as to attempt enterprises that shall be an honor
to the entire student body, it should have theit
unselfish praise and support. It will be for
the best interests of U. of M. that this first
attempt at class management of an undertaking
of this nature shall be a remarkable success,
and it is to be hoped that when the U. of M.
calendar shall be ready for distribution there
will not be a single student who shall hesitate
to show his appreciation to the class of 1903.
Nvhen
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HE idea of a college representation to
take part in the inaugural parade in
Washington, March 4, does not seem to
be meeting with very great favor among the
institutions of learning throughout this section
of the country. Many of the New England
colleges have already taken action upon the
matter and declined the honor of being represented, while such of the college publications as
have considered the matter of sufficient interest
for editorial comment have spoken very unfavorably both of the probability of representatives being sent and of the idea itself.
So far as U. of M. is concerned the matter
has not been brought before the student 1)(xly at
all, but it is understood that President Harris
has declined the invitation. The wisdom of
this cannot be questioned when the circumstances are considered. The college has nothing whatever to gain by participating in the
parade and owing to the conditions imposed
and the distance that must be traveled, it has
very much to lose from a financial point of
view. If U. of M. was represented it would
have to be by a gorx1 delegation and this wou!d
call for funds fr()In the student 1:()dv which
o )tild be used to much better advantage for
,otne other purpose. The whole scheme has
Leen characterized elsewhere as "medieval and
'and although it is putting the matter
childish.
pretty plainly, one cannot hut admit it is pretty
near the truth.

T
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HE results of the notice given in the last
issue in regard to competitive work for
places on THE CAMPUS board were on
the whole very satisfactory but it is very desirous that more names should be added to those
that have already been handed in. Especially
from the junior class there should be at least
four more applicants, for this class will have to
carry the burden of the work next year.
The competition will consist of the writing
of one editorial of from two hundred to three
hundred words on subjects that shall be
assigned individually and the contribution of
local notes for the Feb. 15 and March I issues
of the paper. There is already assurance that
there will be some good new material on the
board of next year, but there is still plenty of
room. Think it over, students, talk with the
editor about it, and be sure before you let the
matter drop that it is not for your best interests
to try for a position as editor on THE CAMPUS.

T

++??.+++

ATHLETICS AT BUFFALO.
The president of the Pan-American Exposition recently appointed a committee on sports,
as follows: Jesse C. Dann, chairman: Dr.
Charles Cary, J. McC. Mitchell, John B. Olmsted, Charles M. Ransom. Seward A. Simons,
NN'm. Burnet Wright, Jr.
Soon after its appointment the committee invited the following named gentlemen to act as
members of an advisory committee on amateur
sports: Hon. Theodore Roosevelt, Walter
Camp, C. C. Cuyler, C. S. Hyman. Canada,
C. H. Sherrill, A. A. Stagg. Benjamin Ide
Wheeler, Casper Whitney. The appointment
of this advisory committee emphasizes the desire of the committee to have all amateur competitions occupy the highest possible plane.
The stadium. with a seating capacity of 12.000, is beautiful in design and promises to be
ene of the most Successful architectural creations of the exposition. It will surround a
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quarter-mile track with ground area ample for
the requirements of all the events proposed.
As to the nature of the athletic events
planned, it may be said that amateur sports of
all kinds will be encouraged as representing the
most desirable of athletic competitions, and the
members of the committee on sports, being college graduates, particularly wish to make a
special feature of college sports. In the management of intercollegiate events, it is the desire of the committee that the various college
associations be invited to undertake as far as
possible the arrangement of the necessary details connected therewith.
Although amateur sports will comprise a
large part of the program, it is proposed to have
such a number of professional events as will
allow visitors an opportunity to witness the
athletic skill of the best professionals. The
character of prizes that \Viii be offered has not
yet been definitely determined upon, but assurance may be given that prizes will be awarded
of value as lasting souvenirs of athletic success
at the exposition.
It is proposed to arrange a number of college
baseball and football games, and it is especially
desired by the committee that the eastern intercollegiate (I. A. A. A.) track meeting be held
in Buffalo next year.
An ideal program might be to hold in
the Stadium the eastern intercollegiate meeting,
then the western intercollegiate meeting: these
to 1 ie followed by a Pan-American meeting open
to competitors in the two previous meetings and
to representatives of other intercollegiate associations.
Other intercollegiate events have been conirlered, such as a la crosse. cross country running with start and finish in the Stadium. etc.
The committee on sports hopes that the exposition may have a full college representation.
It is pthposed to hold many other sports in the
Stadium, the A. A. U. championship. tennis.
la crosse. cycling. association football, water
sports. trap and target shooting. etc.
All communication should be sent to Jesse C.
Dann, chairman. 433 Ellicott Square, Buffalo,
NV.
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A sigh of relief! Exams. arc
over. Nov for more trouble.
C. A. Murphy, '03, is quite
sick, due to a relapse of the grip.
J. R. Talbot,'04, spent the last
part of examination week at his
home in Machias.
Mr. Goodell was called home suddenly in the
death of his father.
On the evening of Jan. I 3th, Dr. Fernald delivered an able lecture at the Universalist
church at Oldtown upon the subject: Liberty
Under Law.
I. E. Treworgy, '03. has returned to collegi
recently.
A large number of the University students
celebrated the finishing of examination by
attending Jere McAuliffe's popular play, "The
Heart of the Storm,- on Friday evening at thc
Opera House, Bangor.
Dr. Lewis delivered a very interesting lee
ture at the Universalist church at Oldtown,
Jan. 20, on the Classic and Modern Drama.
W. B. Thombs, ex-'00. has returned to col
lege.
Quite a number of new students will enter
at the beginning of the second term.
An accident to the machinery at the shot:
caused quite a little excitement there a few day,
ago. A countershaft between the line shaft
in the lighting station and the main shaft of
the shop broke in two, and b( All parts fell to
the floor below. No one happened to be near
at the time so no harm was done except that
the Nvork at the shop was temporarily susvended.
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The daughters of the late Hon. William P.
Wingate of Bangor have presented to the university a portrait of their father. Mr. Wingate was a member of the board of trustees for
many years, retiring on account of the statutory
limitation as to age, and was its president for a
considerable period. He was among the most
earnest friends of the institution and was
largely instrumental in securing the adoption of
the Orono site; he superintended the erection of
the early buildings. The portrait has been
hung upon the walls of the lower corridor in
Wingate Hall, which building was named in
honor of Mr. Wingate.

Prof. A. B. Aubert is to offer a new course
in industrial chemistry this term. It will cover
the following ground: Historical introduction,
general processes, fuels, sulphuric acid, soda industries, fertilizers, lime and cement, glass, pigments, gas, petroleum industry, soaps, starch,
explosives, textiles (including the paper industry), dyeing calico, printing and tanning. A
large amount of illustrative material has been
presented to the university by manufacturers
and importers. Among the gifts are aniline
dyes and chemicals from Pickhardt & Kutroff,
Heiler & Merz, and A. Klipstein & Co.; an extensive set of pigments by the F. W. Devoe Co.
The library has recently received a gift of and C. T. Raynolds Co.; explosives from the
about 35 volumes from Prof. A. B. Aubert, Laflin & Rand Powder Co.; specimens illustrating the silk industry and raw wools from
mainly on chemical subjects.
H. J. Hanssen; potash salts from the German
A considerable addition has recently been Kali Works; zinc
white and spelter from the
made to the equipment of the biological depart- Nev jersey
Zinc Co.; resins and varnishes
ment, including six Bausch & Lomb B. B. con- from
Berry Bros.; gelatine and glues from the
tinental
microscopes, two
Bausch
& Armour Glue Co.; oil soluble anilines from
Lomb improved dissecting microscopes, six A.
W. Smith, Limited. Large additions to this
Bausch & Lomb laboratory dissecting miscro- list are promised. In connection with this
scopes. two mechanical stages: two camera
course a laboratory course of 20 hours will be
lucidas. Abbe's improved form; two kymn- given in dyes and dyeing.
graphs. ,with femur clamp, muscle levers,
The second week in February is to be obsignal magnets, and induction coils, made by
the Waltham Clock Co.; one Minot microtome, served as a week of prayer for students among
made by Zimmerman and imported for the the colleges of the country. The Y. M. C. A.
university, designed for cutting sections vary- of U. of M. will hold special meetings that
ing from I- too to 1-1000 millimeter in thick-. week to which everyone will be welcome.
L. R. Colcord, '04, who has been confined to
Less.
his
home by sickness since early in the fall, is
A telephone pay station has been established
in the library. The general instrument at the reported as improving.
experiment station has been taken out, so that
hereafter all messages to or from individuals at
the university must be paid for.
The hour for chapel has been changed from
8.45 to 9.45 a. in., in order that the morning
will be divided into two two-hour periods for
laboratory work and drawing. The change
will be appreciated by any one who was ever
so unfortunate as to have studies coming every
hour from nine till twelve.

According to the Bangor papers the legislators may be expected to visit us in the near
future. They are reported as planning to take
the trip during the last week in January but
nothing definite has been heard here in regard
to it.
A large number of students attended the concert given by colored jubilee singers in the
Orono Methodist church Saturday evening,
jan. 26.
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Edwin S. True, '02, represented the UniverRalph Whittier, J. W. Buttman and A. E.
Chace spent part of their vacation in New York. sity of Maine chapter Beta Theta Pi at the
annual Maine banquet held in Portland, Jan. 25.
A number of the members of the local chapter of Beta Theta Pi residing in New York
Maurice Russell, '04, spent Sunday at his
city will attend a dinner to be given Friday home in Augusta.
evening, Feb. iist, at the Waldorf-Astoria, comis confined to his
Lawrence M. Swasey,
plimentary to Gov.-elect Odell of New York
room, sick with the grip. Quite a number (lurstate.
ing the last few weeks have had trouble with
At the last regular meeting of the Mathe- this popular epidemic.
matical and Physical Section of the Scientific
The regular weekly meeting of the Y. M.
association, held Wednesday evening, Jan. 23.
in 22 Wingate Hall, the following programme C. A. was led on Jan. 23 by H. E. French. The
subject was, What Constitutes True Greatness?
was carried out:
Elementary illustrations of Vector Analysis
S. E. Wo(xlbury, 'or, took a trip to Bar
Mr. Packard.
Harbor on Saturday, Jan. 26, for the purpose
Some Problems in the Theory of Potential
of looking over the lighting station in that
Mr. Buck.
town. Later in the year a test will be made
A Proof of the Cosine Theory in Spherical
of this station bv members of the electrical
Trigonometry,
division of the senior class.
r. W heeler.
These meetings are interesting as well as instructive and are \veil attended by the students.

At the last meeting of the committee on arrangements on the Junior Promenade, Edwin
Edward NV. Delano came over from Augusta B. Ross was chosen floor manager and he has
Friday night and spent Sunday on the campus. named the following men as his aides: H. J.
ilinchliffe, H. M. Carr, G. A. Hamilton, H. W.
A reception was given at the Mt. Vernon
Kneeland and L. C. Peck. The Prom is to
house Thursday evening, Jan. 24, to out of take place Friday evening, March 8, in. Bangor
town people who came to Orono to attend the City Hall. Pullen's orchestra is to furnish the
meeting of librarians, held here Jan. 24 and 25.
music.
The fonowing questions have been chosen
Martyn H. Shute, ex-'03, has received an
for the meeting of the Debating Society to . be
appointment to West Point.
held during the next month:
The musical clubs are planning for a concert.
Jan. 31—Resolved, That the United States
should own and control the Nicaragua Canal. to be given at the town hall, Feb. 15; and the
Affirmative, W. R. Bartlett, Irving Pease, next week a concert trip will be taken in the
vicinity of Foxcroft. Regular rehearsals will
Negative,J. H. Hilliard, F. H. Bogart.
Feb. 6—Resolved, That department stores commence soon.
are an injury to the country. Affirmative, E. J.
The Athletic association is arranging for a
Bartlett, A. R. Bermer. Negative, H. E. Cole, minstrel show to be given in Orono at some
N. A. Chase.
(late in February. Great preparations are being
Feb. 13.—Resolved, That it is for the best made for this occasion, and all hope for a grand
interests of all the people for the government success. The committee in charge are Dr.
to own and control the coal mines. Affirma- Lewis, G. E. Goodwin, P. E. McCarthy, A. 11.
tive, R. M. Snell, R. N. Connor. Negative, Robinson, L. H. Harvey, F. L. Martin and
C. H. Rackliffe, A. E. Silver.
F. E. Kallom.
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COMING MUSICAL CONCERTS.
Since "exams- closed the Musical clubs have
been laboring hard to get in the best possible
condition for the Orono concert which is to be
given Friday evening, the fifteenth of this
month. The Glee club is fast getting into
shape under the efficient instruction of Prof.
Harrington and will be in good condition by the
time of the concert. The Mandolin and Banjo
clubs are improving rapidly as a result of the
hard work that Leader Baker is putting in
with them, and can be depended upon for some
good selections. The Glee club will be assisted
by Mr. A. C. Morton. ex-'79, one of Bangor's
leading tenors, as so!oist. Mr. Fred D. Marsh
of the freshman class, a graduate of Emerson
School of Oratory, will act as reader. Manager
Silver is now getting out his advertising matter,
and is sparing no pains to make the concert
a success in every way. It is understood that
the concert will he fo1lowed by (lancing. A
tour of concerts has been arranged for the last
week of February, taking in several towns,
among which are Brownville, Dexter and Newport.

1-44
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B. T. P. BANQUET.
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el-he members of the Beta Theta Pi fraternity
iesiding in the state held a banquet at the Far
ith iuth hotel in Portland last Friday evening.
Fdwin S. True, '02, represented the local
chapter. Among the University of Mainc
alumni present were: John Locke, Jr., '78,
A. M. Miller,'91; L. J. Brann,'98; A. S. Burnell, '98; C. S. Webster, '98; B. R. Johnson,
98,and H. E. Marks,'98. Edward H. Kelley,
'90, was elected president of the Maine Dorg
club for the ensuing year. The next meeting
will probably he held at Bangor.
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BOSTON ALUMNI MEETING.
Next week there will be held in Boston the
annual meeting of the U. of M. Alumni assoxiation of that city which is the largest and
most active association representing the graduates of the university. The letter of announcement which has been sent out during the past
week reads as follows:
Fellow Members:
The annual re-union and banquet of the Boston Alumni association, U. of M., will take
place at Young's hotel, Friday, February 8,
1901. Reception and business meeting at 6.3o
p. m.; dinner,7 p. in. President Harris is coming and will give an account of the recent interesting developments at college. Everyone will
want to see and hear him.
Dr. 0. F. Lewis, a graduate of Tufts, also a
graduate of the U. of P., and former member of
the faculty of the U. of P., and a late addition
to the faculty of the U. of M., will also be present. Dr. Lewis has entered enthusiastically
into his work and is a valuable addition to the
Athletic Committee. This committee is considering plans for bringing the U.of M. athletic
teams more prominently before the College
Avorld in New England.
Come ready to discuss plans for bringing the
alumni in closer touch with each other. If we
have a chance to get you a contract or employment in your profession, where can we find you
and how are we to know you want it ?
Think this over. Is it practicable to have an
informal meeting at some convenient hotel or
restaurant once a month, where th4)se in town
can lunch together and exchange ideas?
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From appearances thus far, this reunion is to
be the largest gathering of U. of M. Alumni
ever held in Boston.
Come and renew your old time college acquaintances.
Please mail the enclosed postal with your reply as soon as convenient.
Very truly yours,
James Wm. Martin, Secretary.
It is evident from the text of the letter that
the association is planning advance steps that
will be of great importance to the college. The
result of the discussion in regard to mutual
helpfulness in procuring desirable positions will
be awaited by the students with a great deal of
interest for it is certain that there is plenty of
opportunities for the older graduates of U. of
M. to take a greater interest in the fortunes of
the newer members of the association who may
be in need of employment. Then, too, it is significant that Dr. Lewis is to be present for the
one conclusion that is admissible is that important athletic plans are to be discussed, that will
have a vital bearing upon the future of the university.
The old feeling that there is a general misunderstanding existing between alumni and students is rapidly becoming a thing of the past
and this meeting in Boston will without doilbt
go a long way towards dissipating it foreverand
bring about a closer and more beneficial relationship between the graduates of U. of M. and
those that are to be.
OBITUARY.
The death of Frank A. Smith, the eldest son
of Mr. and Mrs. George H. Smith of East
Corinth, occurred at Dallas, Texas, Jan. 15.
The deceased was born at East Corinth, March
14, 1868. He was a graduate of East Corinth
academy and in 1888 was graduated from this
university.
For a time he was employed in the survey and
construction of a portion of the Bangor &
Aroostook railroad, after which he went to St.

Cloud, Minn., and for one year held a position
with the city engineer. At the close of the year
he was himself elected to the office of city engineer, which he held for four years, when he
accepted the position of civil engineer with the
Great Northern R. R.
In 1896 he visited his old home in Maine and
in the same year was married to Miss Margaret
Gilbert of Troy, N. Y., formerly a teacher in
the State Normal school at St. Cloud, Minn.
Through the influence of R. Z. Herrick of
Chicago, Mr. and Mrs. Smith went to Alvarado, Texas, where he became superintendent of
a feeding station and cottonseed mill, in which
Mr. Herrick was interested. After remaining
there three years his health became somewhat
impaired and he went to Dallas to engage in a
less laborious business in which he was to be
a partner, when the end came. The cause of his
death was an effusion of the heart and lungs.
Mr. Smith was a young man of much promise, honorable, of good business ability and
pleasing address. He was a member of thc
Baptist church and while at St. Cloud was a
Sunday school superintendent.
He leaves two sisters and four brothers to
share the sorrow of his wife and parents. One
brother, Horace Smith, was with him during
the last weeks of his illness and with Mrs.
Smith will accompany the remains of the de
ceased to East Corinth for burial.
The many friends of the family in urn the
loss of one whom they held in the highest
esteem and deeply sympathize with the bereaved
ones.

Charles G. Cushman. iniversitv of Maine.
'89, who is connected with the International
Paper Co., at 30 Broad street, New York, is
sending out the first announcements of the
tenth annual reunion and dinner of the Nev
York Alumn i association ,f the University of
Maine which will be held at the Arena, 41 West
31st street. )11 Feb. 15. There is quite a
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colony of U. of M. graduates in and around
New York and these annual gatherings are al .
ways occasions of much enjoyment.
'77.
Among the many sons of Oxford county who
are winning laurels in other places is Samuel
W.Gould of Skowhegan. He has won his way
to a proud rank at the bar in Somerset county
and of Maine, and in the political field and is a
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He soon after married and removed to
Skowhegan and became a law partner with Ed •
ward F. Danforth, now judge of probate.
Mr. Gou:d has always had a love for his
native hcme, and the town of Skowhegan has
long felt the stirring impetus of his executive
ability and enterprise. He has built some
twenty-five houses in Skowhegan, and promises
to build, in the spring, the finest brick block in
town. He, with the late C. M. Brainard. or-
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Samuel W. Uould, of Skowhegan.

leader in his town and county. He was born
in Porter, Maine, Jan. 1, 1853. He attended
the common schools, pushing always to the
front. He fitted for college at Parsonsfield
seminary, teaching in vacations and working
his way. After graduating he read law with
Ayer and Clifford at Cornish, and was admitted
to the Oxford bar in 1879.
•

ganized the Somerset Loan and Building Co.,
the oldest in the state, of which he has ever since
been a director.
His excellent judgment is duly appreciated,
as he is president of the Board of Trade, in his
fourth term; managing director of the Water
Co.; an owner and director in Lakewood
Worsted Mills; a director in the Somerset Trac.
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C. W. Stowell was on the campus last week
tion Co.; and of the Millburn Power Co.; a
trustee of Bloomfield academy, and of Coburn visiting friends. He is principal of the Hallowell High school. Address, Hallowell, Me.
library.
He has always been a Democrat and has held
Wallace Weston has returned to his home at
all the important offices in his town and served Madison, Me., from Ontario, where he has been
on town, county, district and state committees sick with typhoid fever.
of his party. He has been a candidate for
elector and came within two votes of a nomination for member of Congress. By appointment
of President Cleveland he served four years as
VISIT OF LEGISLATORS.
postmaster of Skowhegan. He is a fine orator,
and his forceful arguments have often been
The University of Maine is expecting a visit
heard on the stump for a score of years. He from the members of the legislature on Thursdoes not hastily espouse a cause, political or day, Jan. 31. Just how many will come is
otherwise, but when he believes in it, and is once rather uncertain but the committees on univerenlisted, though all others falter, he never sity, education, agriculture and military affairs
deserts it.
will be here and some others, the number in
previous years running from 50 to ioo. They
9.
noon, taking the
0. L. Grover has accepted a position with the will arrive in Bangor about
where they will have
Riter-Conley Manufacturing Co. at Allegheny, electrics for the campus,
House. After lunch
Pa. He was formerly in the employ of the lunch at the Mt: Vernon
they will be conducted through the various colBoston Steel and Iron Co.. Medford, Mass.
lege buildings, after which dinner will be served
,98.
at the "Commons." Following will be an
Electrician
Western
In a late issue of the
address by President Harris.
on
is
who
Manson,
H.
R.
of
mention was made
the experimental staff of the Kellog Telephone
+44++++
Factory. He was formerly in the employ of
FRATERNITY INITIATES.
the Western Electric Co.
F. L. Batchelder, who is employed by the
American Bridge Co., was on the campus last
week. He had been passing his vacation at
home, in Machias.
L. 11. Ford. who is teaching in Hampden
academy at Hampden, Me., visited friends on
the campus on Saturday, Jan. 26.
1900.

D. L. Philoon has accepted a position with
the Great Northern Paper Co. at Millinocket.
lie intends to make a special study of the application of chemistry in the manufacturing of
PaPer.

We print below a complete list of the students
who have been initiated into the various
fraternities and societies this fall:
DELTA RHO.
Stephen E. Patrick, 1903.
Thomas E. Leary, 19o3.
Victor E. Ellstrom, 1903.
Thomas C. Herbert, 1904.
Benjamin j. Woodman, 1904.
Frank P. Burns, 1904Win. W. Buckley, 1904.
Seth H. Soule, 1904.
Walter McIntire, 1904.
Percy A. Leighton, 1904.
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KAPP SIGMA.
T. F. Eastman, 1904.
E. G. Smith, 1904.
E. Broadwell, 1904H. S. Taylor, 1904.
V. Jones, 1904.
P. Dorticos, 1904.
E. A. Parker, 1904.
H. D. Haley, 1904L. R. Colcord, 1904.
C. A. Perkins, 1904E. C. Butler, senior in law school.
ALPHA TAU OMEGA.
A. D. Case, 1904.
L. 0. Hopkins, 1904.
C. I. Day, 1904.
A. S. Chace, 1904.
R. G. Turner, 1904.
E. R. Holmes, 1904.
J. H. Sawyer, 1904.
P. L. Bean, 1904.
C. B. Porter, 1904.
Walter Pestell, 1903.
BETA THETA PI.
Maurice W. Russell, 1904.
Scott P. Livermore, 1904.
Orange F. Terry, 1904.
Roy H. Flynt, 1904.
Edward R. Berry, 1904.
Alec G. Taylor, 1904.
Ralph 1'. Hopkins, 1904.
Lorensen L. Scorville, 1903.
PHI KAPPA SIGMA.
Clinton N. Rackliffe, 1902.
Roy M. Snell, 19o4.
Everett M. Breed, 1904.
Leonard A. Lawrence, 1904.
R. W. E. Kingsbury, 1904H. A. Smith, 1903.
IOTA PHI.
Ira M. Burse, 1904.
Clifton E. Chase, 1904.
James McFa(lyen. 1904.
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Nv m. J. Ricker, 1904.
Fred \V. Talbot, 1904.
James R. Talbot, 1904.
PHI GAMMA DELTA.
E. C. Clifford, 1904.
\V. H. Gill, 1904.
G. S. Soderstrom, 1904.
\V. E. Scott, 1904.
C. S. Chaplin, 1904J. E. Olivenbaum, 1904J. F. Cox, 1904.
R. C. Baker, 1904.
J. H. Bixby, Igor.
0. M. Bixby, 1901.
F. NV. King, 1903.
G. B. Fitz, 1903.
PHI GAMMA.
Miss L. E. Small, 1904.
Miss F. M. Webber, 1904.

+444-1EASTERN MAINE LIBRARY CLUB
The librarians of eastern Maine held a convention at the university last Thursday and
Friday. Thursday evening the visiting librarians and many invited guests were received by
Mr. and Mrs. R. K. Jones. The house was
beautifully decorated and refreshments were
served during the evening. The program for
the meeting was as follows:
THURSDAY, 2.30 P. M.
Discussion of organizathm Eastern Maine
Library Club.
Business Meeting Maine Library Ass“cialion.
Library Co-operation by Prof. Geo. T. Little.
librarian, Bodwoin college.
Discussion.
Question box.
7.30 p. in. Reception in honor of visiting
librarians by Mr. and Mrs. Ralph K. Jones at
the Mt. Vernon I-louse.

THE
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FRIDAY.

The Library and Public, Pres. A. W. Harris,
University of Maine.
Discussion.
The Town Library, by J. H. Winchester,
librarian Stewart Free library, Corinna.
Discussion.
Informal discussion of various limners of
library interest. ,
Question box.
2.30 p. in. Visits of inspection to the Bangor Theological seminary and Bangor Public
library.
At the Friday session it was voted to form
a permanent association to be known as the
Eastern Maine Library club, the purpose of
which is to advance the interests of libraries and
for mutual aid in their work. The following
officers were elected: President, Ralph K.
Jones. librarian at the University of Maine;
N ice president, Miss E. M. Pond of Belfast;
secretary and treasurer, J. S. Winchester of
Corinna. The annual meeting will be held next
September.
Committee on officers. Mrs. H. M. Esta
Lrooke, Orono. of Maine board library commissioners; librarian, Charlotte Folsom, Oldtown ;
Miss Springer. Dexter. committee on organization; Mrs. Curran. Bangor: Miss Winchester,
Corinna: I iss Pond. Belfast.

The seventeenth biennial congress of the
Alpha Tau Omega fraternity was held in Boston Dec. 26, 27 and 28, making their headquarters at Hotel Brunswick.
There were members from all points of the
compass, numbering about two hundred and
fifty in all.
The first meeting was held Wednesday, Dec.
26. In the evening a smoke talk was held at
Hotel Savoy.
Business was again taken up on the 27th and
at 3 p. m. the exercises were open to the public.
These exercises consisted of orations, poems,
etc., interspersed with music. In the evening a
grand ball was given in Pierce Hall at which
a large crowd was present.
The last session was held Friday and the final
gathering took place Friday evening at the
grand banquet, which proved to he a great success.
After spending a few days in sightseeing the
crowd returned to their respective places of
business and reported a successful congress
Those present from the Beta Upsilon chapter
Nvere: P. R. Keller. A. F. Wheeler, J. W.
Butman, Ralph Whittier, A. L. Whipple. H. P.
Hoyt. J. TI. Sawyer. A. D. Case and W. B.
Thombs.
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the Simplest, Easiest, Fastest Running and Most •
Durable Typewriter on the market.

A POWERFUL MANIFOLDER.
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Second-hand Typewriters, all makes, Bought, 4
Sold, and Rented. Typewriters sold on the install- 41
•
ment plan. For particulars address or call on

A. L. ROBINSON,
PRICE $75.00

State Agent.
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99 Main Street, Auburn, Maine.
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FROM THE TECHNICAL PRESS.

Another pleasing feature was to be noticed
in the introductory note by the editor of the
paper. He spoke very highly of the work of
the various technical schools and expressed a
doubt if a man could climb very high in the engineering profession without its aid. In view
of the almost universal scorn of the "collegebred mechanic" among men of experience and
the many deprecatory articles which are
contributed to the technical press upon this
same subject it is very gratifying to run across
statements such as were contained in the article
under consideration.
The article as a whole throws new light upon
the attitude of the technical college towards
special students and exhibits on the part of
these institutions a general willingness to help
any man in this line who is willing to help
himself.

A late issue of "Machinery" contains a most
interesting article made up of statements from
a score or more of the technical institutions of
this country, giving the entrance requirements,
cost of living and numerous other facts that
would be of value to the man in search of an
engineering training. The article was ostensibly for the information of men of practical
experience who might be thinking of increasing
their earning over by adding technical training. but in the giving of this information there
are brought out many points relating to the
modern engineering college that are both interesting and profitable to the man who is already
a student.
A comparison of the statements shows that in
regard to entrance requirements, and conditions
upon which degrees are conferred, there is little
to chose between the universities and colleges
WARREN GRAFFAM,
DEALER IN
represented, but in the various estimates of the
. Antique . Furniture,
and
.
Hand
.
Second
average cost per year for the student in college
of
Kinds, Dishes, Etc.
Carpets
All
Stoves,
there was a very great difference. Of course
air-•*pecial Attention Given to Ordered Work, Repairing
some of this could be accounted for by large and Johbity.t.
41 CENTII U. STREET, 11ANtiolt, ME.
tuition charges and high boarding rates, but to
a marked degree it seemed to be due to a
diversity of opinions as to what would he spent Masonry--Steel Construction, Docks, Bridges
over and above collep-,e fees and board bills.
EDWIN DWIGHT GRAVES
Member American Society of Civil Engineers
Consultation Solicited

HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT

STEPHEN LANE FOLGER,
200 BROADWAY,
‘Vatches—Diamonds—Jewelry.
Club and College Pins and Rings.
Gold and Silver Medals.

OUR•
Hat and Furnishings ate what you need if you
wish to dress right. We have exclusive patterns
in Shirts that can not hi. found in every store.

Wilson Hats,
Riton's eoves,
Waterhouse Neckwear,
Are our trade getters.

"THE HUB99!
Harry D. Stewart,
Florse, Oliver Bid,
State and Exchange Sts.
"Come in and See Us.- We enjoy Callers.

NEW YORK.

TO THE DEAF.
of her deafness and noises
cured
lady,
A rich
in the head by Dr. Nicholson's Artificial Ear
Drums, gave $10,000 to his Institute, so that
deaf people unable to procure the Ear Drums,
may have them free. Address No. 4783, The
Nicholson Institute, 780 Eighth Avenue, N. V.

H. J. OVELLE, Optician Specialist,
(Graduate Spencer Optical Institute, New York.)
Ten years' experience in practical refraction work.
Complete prescription department in connection.
Scientific lens grinding—highest quality--Fair price,.

54 Main Street,

Students, patronize those zvho pa1roui.7,, us.
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We do not hesitate to say that we
keep the largest and best selected stock
of Dry and Yancy Goods kept in Bangor. If -t• make a specialty of Men's
Furnishing Goods includingfine Shoes,
Dress Suit Cases, Umbrellas, Hosiery,
cliffs and Collars, Handkerchiefs, etc.
We sell goods at strictly one low
price. We will refund the money to
any customer who will say they can
buy the same goods cheaper slsewhere.
Bring in your sisters, mothers and
aunts if you wish to buy an outside garment of any description at the
lowest possible price.

•

•
•
Hammond
•
•
Street,
•
•
•
Bangor.
•
•
•
; Furniture,

Carpets,

••

One Price.'
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The E. C. Nichols Co.

We Lead the Procession
IN THE FINEST LINE OF

Gents' Clothing and Furnishing Goods
o

ftund east of Boston. This has been a cold spring, but we have cot the hot stuff on our
tables that are bargains. .17o fancy prices but we have got the fancy stuff, and can
show you the nobbiest line of suit patterns carefully selectedfrom fancy
check and striped worsteds with boll. single and double
breasted and six button vests you ever looked at.

Prices $5.00, $6.50, $8.00, $10.00 and $12.00.
Top Coats, $5. $6, $8, $io and $12.
Golf Suits, $4 to $6.
Unlined Blue Golf Coats, $2, $2.50 and $3.00.
We manufacture all our pants and can save you from 5oc to $1 per pair. We have the nobbiest
line of neckwear madc.
Golf slats and Caps, Trunks. Suit Cases, Grips, Umbrellas and 'Mackintoshes; in fact
the finest line of up-to-date
goods to be found in the city. A look at them will convince you that the place to save a dollar
is at

J. T CLARK & CO

,SUCCESSORS TO OAK & CLARK.
Ten per cent discount to students
nosey refunded If not satisfactory
30 Broad

Street, Bangor, Me.

1Vhen purchasing of our advertisers mention Thc Campus.

THE CAMPUS
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JAMES A. ROBINSON & SON, the
custom tailors,

we
ock

211-

?es,
ry,

Walk= Over $3.50.
Shoe

Manufacturers of Fine Ready Made Clothing,

0000000000000

U. of M. Cadet Uniforms, and Costumes of all kinds.

$s.00 Quality in tail, Patent
Leather and Calf for $3.50.

Our Men's Furnishing Department
IS COMPLETE WITH ALL THE
NOVELTIES OF THE SEASON.

ow
to
an

0000000000000

We have a new Shining Stand.

If there is anything new in the market we
are sure to have it.

. . . FREE

SHINE ...

TO ALL OUR PATRONS.
Special Discount of xi) per cent. to all

-C.

nd
"trite

students.

Chissell,

Mitchell

JAMES A. ROBINSON & SON,

Sign of the Big Gold Boot,

Manufacturing Clothiers,

BANGOR, ME.

60 MAIN STREET,

9

Wheelwright & Clark's Block,

Bangor

•

•

Completely Parsed Caesar

We are Headquarters for High Class

Gallic War, Book I.
DV 1ZEV. LIMES D. FINCH, M. A., D. D.
CLOTH-31.G3 PCSTPAI D400 PAGES.
The Latin words in the Latin order just as
Caesar wrote them: ith the exact lit. rid
Ena.sh equivalent of cach Latin word directly
under it(iaterl Ned);and with a seco d,elegant
translation in tie margin; also with footnotes
in which e-ery TM)/ d is completely parsed, and
all canstruciions explained, with References to
the lealing Latin grammars. Each page complete—La:in text, in'ertivear literal translation, marginal flowing translation, parsing—
all at a glance Tv Mout turn mg a leaf!
Completely Scanned and rarseil leneid, 1. teady August, 190k
HINDS & NOBLE,Publishers,
4-3-6-12-13-14 Cooper In I tute, N. V. City.
Schee/book:Val!pubtshers at one store.

LADIES' AND GENTS'

Is

o.

custom = =
= = tailoring.
We also carry a complete
and up-to-date line of
READY-MADE

CLOTHING,

IF YOU WANT A GOOD. . . .

GENTS' FUR-

photograph

NISHINGS, HATS AND CAPS.
'

Ie.

SPECIAL DISCOUNTS TO STUDENTS
B. O. & O. CARS PASS OUR DOORS

TRY

(z6
Goldberg Clothing CO.,
20 Central St., = BANGOR,ME BANc,oH,
Students, patronize those who patronise us.

-

a,NIAINE

THE

CAMPUS

WATCH REPAIRING!

N. T. Worthley, jr.
Optical Specialist,

All work first=class and warranted
No job too difficult. All kinds of
Optical work. Oculist's prescriptions
filled

ADOLF PFAFF,

25 HAMMOND STREET
BANGOR, MAINE.

J. Fitzgerald,
BATH,

-

MAINE

38 MAIN STREET,
BANGOR.

HEADVARTERS FOR

rIEN'S FINE FURNISHINGS.
Hats, Caps, Gloves, Nightshirts, Hosiery, &c.
Men's and Ladies' Neckwear a Specialty.

OL.DTOIALN

The Place to
get your

1S

MOH aid Dlleillg Es1aflhisflen1
Ladies'& Gentlemen's Garments
Cleaned, Dyed, Repaired and

Lunch or Meal
7T

C. E. ADAMS,
DINING ROOMS
54 Main Street.

Pressed in Up-to-Date Style.

E. W. Gould,

when in
Bangor

LUNCH ROOMS
6 Hammond Street.
•-••••-•-•-•-•••
-•-•-•-•-•

Main St., Oldtown,

23 S.

BICYCLES,

A. It R.crossing

Formerly with the Bangor Dye House.

BICYCLE SUNDRIES,
BICYCLE REPAIRING
THIS IS AN AGE OF LOW PRICES AND
GREAT VALUES.

Cabinet Photos, $1.50 pr dozen.
Cabinet Photos, $2.50 per dozen.

IN ALL ITS BRANCHES.

FRED C. PARK,

(flossy finish.
Dull finish.

i3ANG0 R
Frank C. Weston, PHOTOGRAPHER,

MILL STREET, ORONO.
•
O.••
•-•-•-•-4••-•-•-•-•••-•-•••••••••••••••11
•
•

To Punt and Make Good Gains, Call on

Larry Gibbons, Custom Tailor
Clothing Cleansed, Pressed and Repaired
BY SKILLED WORKMEN.
I also carry a fine line of
Ready-!lade Clothing and (lents' Furnishings

Ft

Fine line of samples to select from.
I guarantee a good fit.
Workmanship first-class.
Bring in your cloth and have a suit made.

H. F. GIBBONS, No. 7 Folsom Block, Old Town.
Advertisers cant to know if their advertisem,•nt is noticed by the students.

14 ax

THE

EET
BET,

CAMPUS

new 'firm qa
new Goods

J. N. V. LANE,

ELECTR
ICAL * SUPPLIES1
Instruments, Batteries, Insulated Wires
and Line Equipment.

54

TELEPHONE 112-2.

W. J. LARGAY and GEO. L. MUNCE
invite the College Students to call and examine their new line of

THE

Bicycle

CUSTOM AND READY MAD E
&c.

Igor

treet.

ade.

STATE STREET, BANGOR, ME.

:

CLOTHING

:

•

Bicycles, ;
Fishing Tackle
•

•
•

SEE OUR LINE OF

NECKWEAR,
GLOVES and
FURNISHINGS

•

Athletic Goods.;
22 HARLOW ST.,

We sell the Orient, Iver Johnson, White, Eagle,
Clipper, Rambler, Crescent, Etc,

BANGOR, ME.

Bicycle Repairing

A. J. DURGIN,

BY EXPERT WORKMEN.

DEALER IN

PLEASE GIVE US A CALL. . .

Hardware,

H. M. BURNHAM 9
Druggist and Apothecary.
Bookseller and Stationer.

DRAFTING INSTRUMENTS,
PAINTS, OILS, ETC.
14 and 20 Main St.,

BANGOR

E. II. DAKIN, Proprietor.
E. M. ESTABROOK, Manager.

LARGAY & MUNCE,

Furniture,

AND

•

FOR THE HOLIDAYS.

23 STATE ST.,

Em porium

ORONO, MAINE

Agent for Kodak Cameras. Photographic Supplies.

19 CENTRE ST., OLD TOWN, ME.

UNION STEAM LAUNDRY,
Finely Equipped—Most Careful Employees.
Laundry Bags,
Lists and

W. R. Bartlett, 209 Oak Hall.

Information
Work Colic( ted Monday, delivered Thursday; Collected Thursday, delivered
Saturday. The only laundry "on the Campus," which makes two
Collections a Week.

GEO. E. WEBSTER, Prop.
154 [lain Street,

OLD TOWN, ME

When purchasing of our advertisers mention

The Campus.

THE CAMPUS

THE FISK TEACHERS' AGENCIES.
4 Ashburton Place, Boston, Mass.
156 Filth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
1505 Penn. Ave., Washington, D. C.
378 Wabash Avenue, Chicago, Ill.
25 King Street, West,Toronto, Can.
414 Century Building, Minneapolis, Minn.
533 Cooper Building,Denver, Colo.
420 Parrott Bldg., San Francisco, Cal.
525 Stiinson Block,Los Angeles,Cal

Phone
46-4.

1 Chas. 11. Glass (Sc Co.,
PRINTERS,
Post Office Avenue, Bangor, Me.

Ramsdell si halloran,
Photographers,
3 MAIN ST..

BANGOR, ME.

PRINTING IN BLACK AND
COLORS OF EVERY •
DESCRIPTION.
.24
Good Work.
Prompt Execution.
Modern Methods.
Correspondence hailed.

A FINE LINE OF COLLEGE
FOLIDERS AND PROGRAMS

A lien's Wear Store.
If we had to live off men's wear alone, we couldn't sell meti's furnishings at the prices we do. We keep a men's wear store, however governed by the dry goods store idea. In Men's Underwear,
Hosiery, Neckwear. Dress and Fancy Shirts, etc., we carry those
sensible lines that men appreciate, and we sell them at econon.ical
dry goods prices.

Men's Suit Cases at About

Comfort and
Coolness.
Comfortable Summer Underwear-, Men's
Cowhide or Bridle Leather Suit Cases,
Suits anc1.51rawers to keep cool in. We have with double steel frames,
double straps, sole
a word to say about that sort. One can't keep
leather
corners,
patent
lock;
regular price
cool when crawling underwear plays ragtime
with his nerves. We have a special make of $5.50 and $6.00, at
balbriggan for hot weather wear. You can
$3.98 Each.
keep cool in it with comfort.
Leather Finish Pedroid Suit Cases.

Our Laundered and
Unlaundered White Shirts

22 inch size, $1.39

24 inch size, $1.49.
Regular prices above are $2.00 and $2.50.
at soc and 75c each, are marvelous valus, the
Are you acquainted with our Book Defull equal of those sold in —men's" stores at
75c and $1.00.
partment? If not you ought to be.
A Discount of Ten Per Cent. From Our Lowest Prices to Students.

The Fashion Annex,

Wood & Ewer.

THE CAMPUS

HELLENBRAND
OLD TOWN, ME,,
UP-TO-DATE ot FURNISHERS.
ALL THE
NO‘LATE
ELTIES IN

Collars, Cuffs and Neckwear.

7

Special inducements in way of discounts to U. of M. Students.

HELLENBRAND & CO., Old Town, Me.

"

Globe Steam Laundry,

PORTLAND, ME.

••••-•-••-•-•+•-••••••••••••••

AND BEST EQUIPPED

Paris Exposition, 1900.
ovor k•vaniel to Pens

Portrait Photography
IS NOW A QUESTION OF

IN THE STATE.

Baskets at Alpha, Beta, Mt. Vernon
Houses, Oak Hall and Averill's Store, Mill
Street, Orono.
Slips, Bags, Etc., can be obtained of

H. E. COLE,

Agent,

311 OAK HALL

Photographs,

Cameras,
Photographic Supplies
Pictures and Frames.

WORK GUARANTEED.
1.49.

er.

CRAND PRIZE,

LAUNDRY

•
*•-••••••••••••-••••-•s•s•
WE COLLECT MONDAY MORNING AND DELIVER
THURSDAY AFTERNOON.

;, sole
price

THE MOST PERFECT OF TEN.:
HAVE GAINED THZ

This is the far:lel

THE LARGEST

'S fur, hcmrwear,
those
comical

GILLOTT'S PENS,

HIGH GRADE produced by expert artists using the best
materials, under personal supervision
and aiming for Quality.
LOW GRADE made by inferior help, with cheap materials, aiming for the word Profit at
least expense.
yir•The name on your photos marks your choice.

Heath Studio, 6 State St., Bangor.
HIGH GRADE PORTRAITS.
PLATINUM OR CARBON.

Warm Gloves
for winter wear are here in abundance—thick fur gloves,
buckskin and reindeer gloves, gloves with soft warm
linings and some without.
Perhaps you do not know just the kind of winter
glove you'd like the best. here are all the popular kinds,
all the prevailing styles, and there's a standing invitation
for you to come in and look them over to your heart's
content. You'll find it a real warm line throughout.

SPECIAL PRICES TO STUDENTS. Lyford (S• Woodward,
J. F. GERRITY & CO.,

Public Library Building

BANGOR, rlAINE

33 Hammond St, Ban,lor.

Mention The Campus and it will greatly assist us.

THE CAMPUS

44444
+
+

+ Watch us! We are after your money!
t
We don't want to separate you from it by giving you chloroform, but we will exchange the
er
+
.0
Ot
Best and Lowest Priced Clothing
+
+ in the country for it. You don't believe it? Then come in and see! But mind you, we are going to aim a
+ "Solar Plexus" at your pocket book. Don't dodge for we mean business and are bound to catch you for a
+
+
+
4*
+ or a pair of Shoes, or a Cadet Uniform. Yes, we will do this by giving you more for your money than you
can ever get elsewhere. We are enable to undersell our competitors by doing our own work and no rent to pay.

Suit, Overcoat or Sweater,

+ Nobby Winter Fancy Check Cassamere Suit, $12.00 for

-

+ Handsome Brown Covert Cloth Top Coat, $12.00 for

+

+
+
*

+
+
4
4
+
+
oi4
$ 8.5o 44,
$zo.00 +

4'
+ and many more plums equally ripe and juicy.
If you can't withstand temptation don't look at these goods, for the bargains are so tempting that before +
+
+
+ you know it you are suited, sold and satisfied.
+
Special discount to students and faculty.
+

•LEVEILLE BROS., The Wide=Awake Clothiers +
+
NEM MAHE CUTER DEPOT, MK% MADRE.
+++++V++-T

+++1+++++++++++

0ur Holiday Line
IS NOW READY FOR YOUR INSPECTION, EVERYTHING IN

Cotrell & Leonard,
472 to 478 Broadway, ALBANY, N. Y.
MAKERS OF

Caps, Gowns and hoods
to Yale, Harvard, Princeton, Columbia, University of
New York, Wellesley, University of Chicago, University
of Michigan, University of Minn., University of Wis.,
Williams, Dartmouth, Amherst, Tufts, Trinity, University of Vt., Johns Hopkins, Mt. Holyoke College,
Bates, Colby, Bowdoin and others.
Illustrated Treatise, Samples, Measure Blanks, etc.,
on Application
Makers Under the New Inter-Collegiate

Cap, Gown and Hood System.
Clowns for the Pulpit and Bench

Steins,
Tobacco Jars,
Ash Trays,
Reading Lamps,
Toys,
Games,
Chafing Dishes
AND Xmas Novelties
Your Patronage Is Solicited.

BANGOR DEPT. STORE,
52 MAIN ST.,

A. B. CRAGIN, Mgr,

Students, patronize those ail° patronize

us.

BANGOR

TIIE

CAMPUS

Book Binding.
High Ideals
We bind any kind of a Magazine
or Book in any style of Binding. We
do it well and at prices to suit you.
Mail orders will receive prompt attention. Write for prices.

F. A. LANDERS,

Public Library Building,
BANGOR, ME.

lead to success in life and in fountain pen manufacture.

Waterman Ideals
are not high—in price—but in quality t hey are
beyond the reach of rivalry.
Gold Medal and Highest Award at the international Ex posi•
lion Universeile, iii Paris, WOO.

L. E. Waterman Co.,
155-157 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

•••••••••••••••••••••••-••••••••••••••••••••
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CHAS. A. DILLINGHAM

154 Exchange Street,

-

;

Bangor. Me.

•
TELEPHONE 56-4.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•••••••

50 YEARS'
EXPERIENCE

• PATENTS
TRADE MARKS
DESIGNS
COPYRIGHTS atG•
Anyone sending a Pi kpt eh anti description ma y
qutekly ascertain our opin.... free whether an
invention is probably patentable. eittuninnica.
lions strictly confidential. Handbook on Patents
sent tree. littlest agency for securing patents.
Patents taken through Alum' A Co. receive
$pecial wm!ire, Without charge, in the

Scientific American

•
A handsomeiy illustrated weeklc. Largest eir•
ciliation of any scientific Journal. Ternis.13 a
year; four months, $1. Sold by all newsdealer..
I Broadway.
Branch Office, I25 F Ft., Washington,

MUNN & Co.36

117w,:

If
You
Wart

Anything in the Jezeelo, Line
Your Watch Repaired
"Fral" Pin
Your Broken Eve-glasses Repaired
Your EyeS Fitted With Glasses
WRY, THEN, CALL ON

W. C. BRYANT.
Jeweler and
46 MAIN STREET,

Optician,

We are bound to satisfy you.-

New York

purchasing of our advertisers mention The Campus.

BANGOR
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